.

April — May
2011

Greetings from NSPI!
NSPI have come a long way. Learning and growing opportunities have been limitless. Further
improvements are still on-going.
Skill assessment for cooks was conducted at Chef’s Den Institute headed by Chef Jimmy Jardiniano with six (6) SNS crew members in attendance. It was a one-day course with lecture and
hands-on cooking. They were given the same menu to prepare in 30 minutes. They were evaluated on their cooking knowledge and skills, attitude in the kitchen, hygiene, time management,
etc.

COMPANY OUTING

FIRE & EARTHQUAKE DRILL

In view of the recent incident that hit Japan and
many other neighboring countries, it has been in
NSPI’s contingency plans, making sure that each
and every employee is prepared and well educated
in cases of unexpected events.

As part of building camaraderie among
office personnel and or simply just spending some time away as form of relaxation,
Company outing has been an annual
practice.

Last 1st April 2011, the Bureau of Fire Protection
(BFP) Manila District conducted an unannounced
Fire & Earthquake drill at the NSPI building, followed
by a lecture making each and every participant well
aware of the Do’s and Don’ts in order to be prepared in case of emergency. The said drill was participated by all the offices housing in the building.

Last 29th to 30th of April, NSPI had the
annual company outing at White Rock
Waterpark and Beach Hotel at Subic Bay.
It had been a fun-filled experience for
everyone – with all the amenities available and everyone danced the night away
during the fellowship night.

NSPI LOGO

Ever wonder why NSPI
logo looked like this?
It does not only stand for the name of the
company but also N for Naess,

S for Seafarers and P for Principals. The chain
in between the letters symbolizes strong bonds.
Aside from aiming for total principal satisfaction,
we are building strong bonds between our seafarers and principals.
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4th SNS/NSPI CREW TRAINING & SAFETY SEMINAR
10th – 11th May 2011, Sloman Neptun Schiffahrts

done first time and facilitated by Ms. Esther

& Naess Shipping Philippines, Inc. (SNS/NSPI)

Santos. Each and every activity was de-

th

conducted its 4 Crew Training & Safety Seminar,

signed to promote unity and camaraderie

the first to be conducted out of town. It has been

among the seafarers. There was also a

an annual event specifically for SNS officers. It

discussion on lessons learned, an analysis

was conducted at the Wild Orchid Beach Resort,

of what was done best and areas of im-

Subic Bay. The first day was the seminar proper;

provement. The activities done were: the

various crew-related topics were discussed by

Helium Stick, Landmines, Factors in Build-

SNS delegates and some Resource speakers

ing Relationship and, the Ship Building.

from different fields. There were workshop exercises and case analysis given to the seafarers
during the seminar. It was then followed by the
fellowship night, a dinner by the beach prepared
for them, where everyone could just mingle with
each other and have fun.

After the team building activities, lunch was
served. They left the resort by 1:30 pm
arrived Manila at around 4pm. NSPI had
organized a dinner party with acoustic performances and dance instructors. Mr. Winfried Sack gave a message then followed

On Day 2 of the event, they had an early morning

by the Awarding of the Certificates of At-

exercise headed by Capt. Aviso and C/E Nacional

tendance and the Loyalty Awards to the

followed by the team-building activities, which was

participants of the seminar.

We aim for Total Principal Satisfaction!

